Abstract-Recently, Kutin and Niyogi investigated several notions of algorithmic stability-a property of a learning map conceptually similar to continuity-showing that training stability is sufficient for consistency of empirical risk minimization (ERM) while distribution-free CV-stability is necessary and sufficient for having finite VC-dimension. This paper concerns a phase transition in the training stability of ERM, conjectured by the same authors. Kutin and Niyogi proved that ERM on finite hypothesis spaces containing a unique risk minimizer has training stability that scales exponentially with sample size, and conjectured that the existence of multiple risk minimizers prevents even super-quadratic convergence. We prove this result for the strictly weaker notion of CV-stability, positively resolving the conjecture.
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I. INTRODUCTION

D
EVROYE and Wagner [4] first studied the effect of algorithmic stability on the statistical generalization of learning. Since then, many authors have proposed numerous alternate notions of stability and have used them to study the performance of algorithms not easily analyzed with techniques based on hypothesis space capacity [1] , [2] , [5] - [7] . While the learnability of a concept class can now be characterized by the admission of a stable learner, finding natural definitions of stability with such properties is still open [6] , [7] . As part of their general investigation into algorithmic stability in [6] , Kutin and Niyogi observed that empirical risk minimization (ERM) on hypothesis spaces of cardinality two experiences a phase transition in achievable rates of stability as the number of risk minimizers increases from one to two. Under a unique minimizer stability scales exponentially with sample size, while in the presence of two minimizers, no rate faster than quadratic is possible. Kutin strictly weaker CV-stability and show furthermore that ERM on such spaces is -CV-stable for . Studying the effects of multiple risk minimizers on generalization is well motivated by practical considerations. Learning from irrelevant features-a common scenario in the real world-can lead to multiple risk minimizers. For example when learning in a symmetric hypothesis class with positive minimum risk. Results showing poor generalization in such cases, as implied by slow rates of stability, help us to justify the use of feature selection as a means to improve stability. It is also noteworthy that restricting focus to finite hypothesis classes is far from unreasonable-practitioners often attempt to learn on extracted features, which frequently involves discretization, and when learning on a finite domain any hypothesis space becomes effectively finite.
Caponnetto and Rakhlin consider a related setting to our own, studying the stability of almost minimization of empirical risk over Donsker classes of functions [3] . However, they do not address the particular conjecture studied here.
II. PRELIMINARIES
We follow the setting of [6] Intuitively, under perturbations to one point, the change to a weakly hypothesis stable algorithm's classifier is usually small. By contrast, changing one point to a training stable algorithm usually yields only a small change in error on training points. And, finally, an algorithm that is only CV stable suffers a small change in error only on a point that is itself changed.
Kutin and Niyogi and others have studied the stability of common learning algorithms such as max-margin hyperplanes, language learning, bagging, and boosting; and in the latter case, leveraging weak hypothesis stability. Previous to [6] , it was shown that more restrictive stability notions such as weak hypothesis stability imply good generalization bounds [5] .
Kutin and Niyogi adopted the goal of finding less restrictive notions of stability that still yield characterizations of learnability. After defining training stability they noted that weak hypothesis stability trivially implies training stability . They showed that ERM over a space of VC-dimension 1 is not necessarily weakly hypothesis stable, while one of their main results is that ERM over a class of finite VC-dimension is training stable. Moreover, they established that training stability implies good generalization (and for ERM CV stability is sufficient), that in the Probably Approximately Correct setting training stability is also necessary for learnability.
They also consider the stability of ERM on a two-classifier hypothesis class [6, Ths. 9.2 and 9.5], showing that the achievable rate on undergoes a phase transition as the number of risk minimizers increases from one to two. 
III. FINITE CLASSES WITH MULTIPLE RISK MINIMIZERS
In what follows, we implicitly employ local limit theorems and sharp large deviation principles to bound the probability that exactly of independent Bernoulli random variables take success value 1 where each has identical success probability. (2) For the moment, assume that for all (3) Conditioned on the events of (2) 
